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General objective:
The objective of this course is to offer a brief introduction of the use of a tool of philosophical
analysis (Booklog Order of Thought) that will be useful for her in the writing and review of
academic papers and abstracts.
Individual objectives:
We expect the students to (i) comprehend seven key concepts in the methodology of
philosophical research (theme, problem hypothesis, background, argument, example, and
counterexample) and (ii) that she learns to use them in the writing and review of academic
abstracts and papers.
1. Description of the course
The clear and succinct communication of ideas is vital in academic research, including
Philosophy. It is expected that the different products of philosophical research show virtues
such as order, clarity, profoundness, and simplicity —among others. In this course, we
present the methodological tools that will be helpful to the philosophy student to present
her ideas in an orderly and precise way both in academic papers and abstracts. The tools we
introduce come from the literature on creative and critical thinking ([1] [2]) and on the
applications of informal logic and argument theory to philosophical work ([6] [7]).
In this course we want each student to find the method which allows her with ease to order,
structure, and regulate her academic texts so they are precise, clear and profound. One of the
tools we will present is the Booklog Order of Thought. This booklog is made from seven key
questions corresponding to seven key concepts in the methodology of philosophical
research: theme, problem, hypothesis, background, argument, example, and counterexample
([1] [3] [4]). The comprehension of these seven questions and their corresponding concepts
will help the student to order her ideas and writing. At the same time, it will allow her to
make better reviews of abstracts and academic papers.
The proposed course is divided into four different stages:


The first part of this course will be theoretical and will involve the presentation of a
series of methodological guides that allow the student to order and structure her
philosophical thinking ([1], [2], [3], [4]), as well as guiding her in the evaluation and
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reconstruction of arguments ([6], [7], [8], [9]). The second part will focus on writing
and organizing and reviewing academic papers and abstracts.


The second part of the course will be both theoretical and practically oriented. In this
stage, the student will be introduced to the practices of responding to CFPs and
writing abstracts for conferences. In addition, the students will organize together an
internal workshop in which each of them will present their work (the talks will be the
ones described in the abstracts written for this course).



The third part of the course will help students to familiarize with the procedures
associated with both writing academic articles and submitting them to international
journals.



The fourth stage will be practically oriented and will consist of exercises for peerreviewing academic articles.

The final products of this course will be an academic (extended) abstract and a final draft of
an academic article (previously reviewed by the other two students).
2. Course work
[1] Academic abstracts (20%): Each student will submit an abstract (500 words
maximum) two weeks before the internal workshop takes place.
[2] Presentation in the internal workshop (30%): Attendance and participation in all
sessions are also expected.
[3] A full draft of an academic paper (25%): Each student will submit a draft of an
academic paper (9000 words maximum) two weeks before the internal workshop
takes place
[4] An extensive revision of another student’s academic paper (25%): Each student will
review another student’s draft of an academic paper.
3. Tentative schedule
Session
STAGE 1
1, 2
(October)

Subjects

Hours

Philosophical thesis and arguments
(a) Which are the key elements of the
methodology of philosophical research?
(a.1) Theme
(a.2) Problem
(a.3) Hypothesis
(a.4) Background
(a.5) Argument
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8 hours

(a.6) Example
(a.7) Counterexample
(b) Evaluation of philosophical problems
and hypotheses.
(b.1) Clarity, simplicity, scope.
(c) Evaluation of arguments, examples,
and counter-examples.
(c.1) Relevance, scope.
STAGE 2
3, 4
(DecemberJanuary)

Academic Abstracts (theoretical)
(a) Booklog OT.
(a.1.) Theme, problem, hypothesis,
background, argument,
example and counterexample.
(b) Academic Abstract
(b.1) Why write academic abstracts?
(b.2) Parts of the academic abstract.
(b.2.1) Hypothesis, background,
justification-argument,
counterexample.
(c) Review of academic abstracts.
----------------------------------------------------------Internal workshop (practical)
(a) Organization
(b) Presentation

STAGE 3
5, 6
[May]

From abstracts to full papers (theoretical)
(a) Academic abstracts
(b) Academic article
(b.1) Parts of an academic article
(b.2) Some complications.
(b.2.1.) Different types of
philosophical theses.
(b.2.2.) Examples vs case studies.
-------------------------------------------------------------From abstracts to full papers (practical)

STAGE 4
3

3 hours

2 hours
12 hours

4 hours

4 hours

5, 6
[May]

Peer-reviewed papers (theoretical)
(a) Referee reports
(a.1.) What to look for.
(a.2.) How to evaluate
(b) Corrections
(b.1) Examples
-------------------------------------------------------------Peer-reviewing papers (practical)

2 hours

5 hours

Total hours: 40
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Internal workshop
http://www.filosoficas.unam.mx/sitio/del-argumento-filosofico-al-articulo-academico
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